Winterisation cover

ProCover
Your cover fully protected
Cover
protection

Autumn and winter
season only

Opaque cover

Cabliclics and
ballast attachment

Easy to install
no drilling required

ProCover
The ideal solution to protect the cover and the pool in
autumn and winter.
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ProCover protects the pool cover from dirt, stains, U.V.s and algae growth.
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Fastening

Vent
Ballast

Cover slat protection

ProCover prevents staining by blocking the
passage of leaves or other impurities and the
accumulation of dirt.

Protecting the pool

The cover’s sides prevent leaves from falling
into the pool.

Opacity

Prevents the growth of algae and protects the
cover’s slats from UVs.

Vents

Adaptable

to all types of cover size, either submerged
or above-water. Compatible with a
BANC. Compatible with opaque PVC and
Polycarbonate slats.

Quick and easy installation

Its exclusive patented ballast holding system
makes it very easy to install. The very
lightweight ProCover can be installed in 3
minutes.

The poolside remains intact

as there are no drill holes near the pool.

allow a fluid flow of rainwater.

COLOURS

Precautions for use

ProCover should only be used in autumn
and winter, outside these seasons it must be
removed. It is not compatible with the socalled solar translucent PVC slats. The black
side of the ProCover must imperatively be
placed against the cover slats.

guarantee*
*Production and material against any
manufacturing defects according to our
general guarantee terms and conditions.

1

year

• Set of cabiclics with fastenings.
• Set of ballast.

Recommended retailer
Blue/Black - Green/Black - Neige/Black
Sable/Black - Grey perle/Black

IDENTITY CARD
Fabric High density polyethylene laminated and opaque on both sides.
Weight 210 g/m2 approximately.
Breaking strength 1,100 N/5 cm (warp) and 1,100 N/5 cm (weft).
Treatment Anti-UV.
Assembly Ultrasound welding.
Overlap in relation to the water body 10 cm.
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